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I. Introduction

Since the introduction of Bitcoin to the public in 2009, the blockchain and crypto industry has evolved into 

a bigger ecosystem with rich features and innovative functions.With its relative benefits to other sectors, 
blockchain and crypto shaped a better future for Web3. While this might be a good thing,opinions still vary 

as blockchain and crypto still pose uncertainty because of their decentralized nature.

A. Problem

For most, privacy is the major issue of blockchain. Because it is designed to be publicly distributed and while the infor-

mation is anonymized, it is still plain for others to see. Relatively, users tend to feel that blockchain-based products 

like crypto wallets are unsafe to use because of their decentralized nature. More so, since blockchain poses high 

energy consumption, users expect it to have high transaction fees.

B. Solution

With these said, we have designed Hippo Wallet to withstand these issues regarding blockchain

The Hippo Wallet app is decentralized and non-custodial—this means that the control is fully on the users. 

The app itself does not store any identifiable information from the users; passcodes and private keys are 
kept in the users’ devices. This also ensures that even if our servers go down, users’ holdings are safe since 

Hippo Wallet is decentralized—privacy and security are assured.

Moreover, the Hippo Wallet app does not cost anything—it is free to download. While we can’t do anything 

about the Gas Fee since it’s volatile, being able to download the app cost-free is already a big advantage.

C. Market Analysis

More industries are starting to see the potential that blockchain brings. This much is valid as a surge in 

funding to blockchain startups was seen in 2021, reaching 713% YoY or $25.2B. Blockchain has the poten-

tial that goes beyond bitcoin and cryptocurrency. The popularity of Bitcoin opened the doors to industries 

like finance, healthcare, retail, entertainment, etc, to innovate their structures and harness the power of 
blockchain. 
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Blockchain applications are in fact already prominent today. Some of the famous blockchain applications 

you might have already heard about are DeFi, metaverse, cryptocurrencies, crypto exchanges, NFTs, to 

name a few. Presently, companies are already eyeing the benefits they can get from blockchain technolo-

gy. Products based on blockchain are continuously rising, increasing the competition and demand in the 

market.

Specifically, there is a significant rise in the popularity of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethere-

um (ETH), etc, and it is expected to drive the industry in the coming years as well. In fact, crypto predic-

tions indicate that a lot more investors will adopt bitcoin, leading to an improved understanding of the 

market and greater adoption in the future.

II. Hippo Wallet Token (HPO)

A. Technical Structure

Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) is the utility token that will fuel the products and services that are accessible 
in the Hippo Wallet app.

Thirty billion Hippo Wallet Tokens (HPO) will be minted across three different chains. Ethereum, Moon-

beam, and Binance Smart Chain will each have Ten billion HPO Tokens. 

Notably, there is also a cashback deflationary system whereby Blockchain Commodities will repurchase 
HPO tokens equivalent to 25% of its annual profit. 

B. Multi-blockchain Fungibility

Like the Hippo Wallet app, Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) also contains multi-blockchain fungibility. This 
means that the Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) will be available on Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, and 
Moonbeam parachains.

Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) will natively cross-chain as the team develops a Smart Contract that will handle 
the burning-minting mechanism when tokens move from one blockchain network to another.
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C. Use of HPO Tokens

In detail, the Hippo Wallet Token can also be used for

Buying or Selling Cryptocurrencies on Exchange. The team plans to connect main 
exchanges’ APIs to the Hippo Wallet app so that users will not need to transfer their 
tokens to an external exchange wallet to get the best market price. 
NOTE: The transaction fees will be paid using HPO.

Governance: The Hippo Wallet team will submit new feature proposals to our token 
holders for voting.

Users who deposit cryptocurrencies in Hippo Wallet will get HPO rewards.

Users who stack tokens will get their rewards in HPO.

HPO can also be swapped against any other cryptocurrencies using Riverex.

Exchange 
trading fee

Staking Rewards

Riverpay Cashback

Voting Rights

Crypto Deposits 
Rewards

Swap on Riverex 
Cashbacks
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D. Token Properties and Allocation

Asset Title

Description

Symbol

Platform

Price of one Token

Hippo Wallet

Hippo Wallet Utility Token

HPO

Ethereum, Polygon, Binance Smart 
Chain & Moonbeam 

USDT  0.003

E. Revenue Forecast

The team has made Hippo Wallet free to download and used by everyone. 

Should users want to do more from their Hippo Wallet app, they can use other products by Blockchain 

Commodities like Riverex, RiverPay, and Chain Core*.

Revenue will be generated from Riverex and RiverPay utilization.

F. Tokenomics

Of the 30 billion Hippo Wallet Token (HPO), 76.7% will be made available to the public during the ICO.

4% will be donated as Tokens of Appreciation for the current users of the Hippo Wallet app.

1.7% will be available through the Riverex Liquidity Pools (HPO/ETH and HPO/GLMR).
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50%

Management Reserve

Blockchain CMDT 

Vesting plan year 1 

Blockchain CMDT 

Vesting plan year 2

Blockchain CMDT 

Vesting plan year 3

Riverex/HPO  Liquidity Pool

Marketing Allocation

Total public allocation

Hippo Wallet Users Grant

1.0%

76.7%

4.0%

2.0%

3.0%
3.0%

8.7%

1.7%

Total Number of Tokens 30,000,000,000

Management Reserve

Total Public allocation

900,000,000

23,000,000,000

Riverex / HPO Liquidity Pool

Marketing Allocation 2,600,000,000

500,000,000

Hippo Wallet Users Grant 1,200,000,000

Blockchain Cmdt  Vesting Plan Year 1

Blockchain Cmdt  Vesting Plan Year 2

Blockchain Cmdt  Vesting Plan Year 3

300,000,000

600,000,000

900,000,000
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Crosschain Allocation Chart

BSC

Moonbeam

Ether

33.3%

33.3%

33.3%

10,000,000,000

CROSSCHAIN ALLOCATION

BSC

Moonbeam

10,000,000,000

10,000,000,000

Ether
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III. Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) ICO

People willing to participate in the Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) ICO can purchase HPO from

Hippo Wallet ICO Microsite — in USDT, BUSD, or DAI

Riverex — by swapping in the pools HPO/USDT, or Ethereum pool HPO/ETH

A. The ICO Schedule

13/05/2022

06/06/2022

07/06/2022

10/10/2022

January 2023

Initial draft of HPO Whitepaper completed

Announcement of Hippo Wallet ICO Plan and release 
of the final white paper & ICO Start date

Coinmarketcap.com announcement submission

Start of ICO and Distribution Trading

ICO Ends

1,200,000,000

total number of users*
tokens in their wallet=

B. Tokens of Appreciation

As mentioned, 4% of the 30 billion HPO will be distributed to the current Hippo Wallet app users as 

Tokens of Appreciation. This is the team’s way of showing gratitude to the loyal users of the app.

On the start date of the ICO, each Hippo Wallet existing user with a *wallet value > 0 will receive:

https://riverex.io/

https://hpotoken.io/
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C. Referral Program

Registered users in the HPO ICO are eligible for the HPO ICO Referral Program, wherein Referors earn 5% 

extra HPO Tokens from each referee who decides to invest in the ICO.

Note: Customized Referral Links are only generated from the HPO ICO Registration form.

D. Staking Program

Along with the ICO, Hippo Wallet plans to provide Staking options for Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) users. 
This will give them the opportunity to gain profit and get rewarded when they stake HPO in a certain time-

frame. 

  

Note: For now, users can connect their MetaMask wallets to Stake HPO. Soon, Hippo Wallet will be connected 

to the Bridge panel.

At the moment, HPO Token only allows 1-month staking, with 6% earning and 72% APY. Once the 
Staking Platform develops, this will expand to 3 months, 6 months, and 12 month

Monthly  Earning %

6% 72%

80%

90%

100%

20%

45%

100%

Months Staked

1

3

6

12

APY %Tier

1

2

3

4

E. HPO Bridge

Another interesting thing about Hippo Wallet is their newly developed Bridging panel for users who want 

to perform cross-chain transactions. At the moment, the panel supports Ethereum, Moonbeam, and BSC 

mainnet. 

Here, users will be able to send tokens in a completely cross-chain manner, allowing the tokens to move 

from one blockchain to another.

Interestingly, Hippo Wallet requires no fee from the users for this service—it is completely cost-free.

Note: For now, users can connect their MetaMask wallets to Bridge networks and perform the transactions. 

Soon, Hippo Wallet will be connected to the Bridge panel.

https://panel.hpotoken.io/bridge

https://panel.hpotoken.io/Stake

https://panel.hpotoken.io/bridge

https://panel.hpotoken.io/Stake

https://panel.hpotoken.io/bridge
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Multi-Signature

Multi-Wallet

Multi-blockchain

Connect To Custom Nod

Free And Instant Transactions

To send, receive and safely store crypto, and to have the freedom to manage crypto portfolios easily, 

Hippo Wallet is the perfect solution.

F. Unsold HPO Tokens

G. Post-ICO

The unsold tokens will be moved to the Riverex pools.

Hippo Wallet Token (HPO) can be traded on Riverex Decentralized Exchange HPO pools on Moonbeam 
and Ethereum.

IV. About Hippo Wallet

Hippo Wallet is a private, secure, decentralized, non-custodial, and multi-signature crypto wallet. It allows 

users to send, receive, and store digital assets through a mobile app (iOS and Android) or a desktop app (Win-

dows, Linux, macOS). In addition, Hippo Wallet features a 24 mnemonic private key, secure login, token 
wallet, the ability for users to connect to their node, and other features.

With its mission to continue enhancing its features and become unmatched in the field and its vision to be 
the world’s most trusted and most used crypto wallet, Hippo Wallet will remain privacy-focused, user-centric, 

and tech-driven to ensure safety, security, and seamless management of its users’ cryptocurrencies.

https://t.me/hippowallet

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOrpnD4DgLHRfaFoGNLnTCw

https://www.instagram.com/hippo_wallet/
https://www.facebook.com/Hippo-Wallet-100975672561998

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/hippo-wallet/
https://hippowallet.io/

To know more:


